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Presentation Notes
(Will)Introductions/Background/Objective Welcome, thank you.Excited about the opportunity to turn 9 acres of parking lots into almost 1,500 units of housing, community serving retail, and – especially important for the communities immediately surrounding our project site – jobs. And we’re excited to bring the energy and growth of downtown, that CCA, Carol and all of you have helped build, across the 10 Freeway and anchor the revitalization of Washington Blvd. – an area we believe is the next phase of Downtown’s growth. 
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(Will)The REEF The transformation of the LA Mart building into the REEF is the first step in this revitalizationDescription of business linesThe building has been home to gift and home wholesale showroom space for over 50 years. The building still houses 75 small businesses (many of who have been here for decades, and we hope will be here for decades to come). For the most part, these businesses cater to the wholesale industries, so the building was historically closed to the public. Since our acquisition, we have opened the building up to the community through a space called Maker City – a workspace collective for small business and entrepreneurs. This space is a base from which a person with the idea for a product has all the tools and resources necessary to go from concept, to marketing to production. For instance, if you had a student graduate from Trade Tech who specialized in digital media or visual communications. Once they graduate, they may not have access to the tools they had on campus. They can come to Maker City and  get time on an hourly basis in the Media Lab, or the podcasting Studio. And we have  Magic Box – a venue that offers small business, artists, designers, organizations and the public a place to convene events and trade shows.The combination of uses in the building provides a unique environment for innovation, entrepreneurship and small businesses to thrive. We will continue to preserve that environment, and build upon it with the Reef development project.



Site Overview
The Reef Project
• Preservation of the existing Reef 

building
• 1,444 residential units

• 895 condominiums
• 528 apartments
• 21 live/work units

• 208 key hotel
• 104,936 SF of retail space, 

including:
• 29,355 SF grocery store
• 15,000 SF pharmacy
• 4,935 SF micro-retail
• Cafes, restaurants and other 

retail amenities.
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(Will)Program Summary The Reef project builds upon the exciting changes and activity going on in the REEF building today, and extends those throughout the two square blocks. We are proposing :1,444 residential units –including 895 condominiums, 528 rental units, and 21 live/work units.Phased project. If we stay on schedule:Starting with parking structure in late 2016/early 2017Phase I Construction Starts: Late 2016Construction Complete: Early 2019107 units absorbed over 5 monthsPhase II Construction Starts: Mid 2019Phase II Construction Complete: Late 2021646 units absorbed over 26 monthsPhase III Construction starts: Early 2024Phase III Construction Complete: Mid 2026691 units absorbed over 2 yearsA 208 key hotel104,936 of retail space, including Grocery store (which will provide fresh, healthy food options to the community), Pharmacy (providing access to health care products and related services),Financial institutionsMicro (street facing retail) – space for small, local businesses.Cafes, restaurants and other retail amenities. 



Economic Impact
Construction
• Project Labor Agreement

– 30% Local Hire Goal
– Requirement to work with LA Trade Tech to provide opportunities to students and graduates

• Direct Impact: 
– 2,758 construction jobs  
– $191,941,244 in direct labor income

• Multiplier Effect:
– 2,486 jobs
– $151,716,002 in labor income

• Total: 
– $343,657,246 in wages and benefits paid to workers whose jobs are supported by the development investment,
– $960,853,621 in total economic activity 

Recurring
• Signed agreement with UNITE HERE
• 751 full and part time permanent jobs 
• $32,808,999 in labor income
• $76,320,0720 in annual direct economic activity
Fiscal
• $2,070,400 in one time revenue to the City during construction 
• $5,583,900 in new General Fund revenue annually 

Presenter
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(Will)Economic Impact Reached Agreement on PLA with Building Trades + HERE. You can’t build strong communities without jobs. And this project will provide a huge number of construction and permanent jobs. The investment we’re making will produce over 2,700 construction jobs, with almost over $190M in direct labor income. When you combine the Indirect impact of the investment (i.e., the impacts resulting from the purchase of goods and services to support construction), and the Induced Impact of the investment (i.e., the result of the people employed spending the money they earn on goods and services), the Reef will generate an additional 2,486 jobs and $151,716,002 in labor income.All told (direct, indirect, and induced), with the multiplier effect of the wages and benefits resulting from construction of this project, we are talking about $960M in economic activity.We know that one of the big concerns is where these jobs go, and the types of wages they pay. We’re proud to say that we have reached agreement on a Project Labor Agreement with the Building Trades unions, which includes a 30% local hire goal and a requirement that the trades work with LA Trade Tech to provide opportunities to students and graduates.The operations of the project will result in 751 full and part time jobs (592 of which are direct jobs at the property). This represents $32M in labor income, and over $75M in total economic activity every single year. We have reached agreement with HERE to cover the hotel.The project will also provide a significant ongoing boost to the City’s general fund – nearly $6M in new revenue to the City. The construction phase itself will provide $2M in one-time revenues.Development Costs: $628M



Planning Principles

1. Strong linkages to the 
surrounding community

2. Breakdown the super blocks
3. Vibrant pedestrian 

environment
4. Magnetic public spaces
5. Urban amenities 
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(Will)Planning Principles Before we started this project, we asked our architect to keep in mind certain planning principles throughout the design process. First and foremost, we wanted to make sure this project was open and welcoming to the community – that through design we created strong linkages to the surrounding neighborhood. We did not want to design an island that was insular, inward facing and closed to the surrounding area. Second, we wanted to avoid a superblock conditions. The blocks are 800 feet long. We asked that the provide pedestrian access through the site to break up these large blocks.We asked that they focus on a vibrant pedestrian environment on all the surrounding streets.We asked that they include magnetic public space – places that are welcoming, active, and engaging to be in.Finally, we wanted to include urban amenities –retail services the community lacks, such as a grocery store, a pharmacy, and small retail spaces for local entrepreneurs. 



Planning Principles
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Presentation Notes
(Edgar)Site Plan The planning principles provided by the client informed our approach to the site plan, which is shown here. I am going to talk about how we incorporated those key planning principles while we look at the overall site plan on this slide. Next, I will show the specific design elements at a smaller scale on the next few slides.(Use laserpointer to indicate specific features as you discuss them. Keep a large-format site plan on display while we move through the remainder of the slides)In Phase I of the project, we will replace the surface parking on the block between Broadway and Main Street with a parking structure on the same block as the existing REEF.To create that vibrant pedestrian environment, the parking structure is lined with residential, retail and live/work space along Broadway, and with micro-retail spaces along 21st and Hill Streets. We have created a central pedestrian spine extending from Hill Street on the west, through to Broadway, and across to Main Street. This area serves two functions. First, it provides pedestrian access through the site so that we don’t have a superblock condition. Second it is where we focused the public green space.Now I am going to zoom in to show you images of these spaces and provide a feel for the project at a human scale. (because, after all, we’re all humans here  )



Connectivity
A vibrant pedestrian environment, including connectivity through the 

site from Hill, to Broadway, to Main Street

Presenter
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(Edgar)Connectivity This image is from the entrance to the existing Reef building on Broadway, mid-way between Washington and 21st. We are looking south on Broadway, on the right is the parking garage – effectively wrapped in residential and retail. (You can see the trees that form the canopy for the exchange on the right as well.) On the left is a grand staircase that leads up to the are called the “Strand”, which as an elevated public space that I will discuss more in a minute.While all the surrounding streets have very active, pedestrian friendly sidewalks, we have diverted auto traffic away from Broadway to take the pedestrian environment here to the next level.There are cafes and restaurants lining both sides of Broadway, with some live/work space mixed in as you move south towards 21st Street.



Broadway Stair 
Public tiered and elevated spaces 

with landscaping, and seating – an urban oasis
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(Edgar)This is the mid-block view across Broadway to the grand staircase.The Broadway stair is an iconic public space, which leads up to the Strand – an elevated urban oasis. This was inspired in part by the hi-line in New York.At the podium level, the strand is lined with cafes and residential balconies. When you get to Main Street on the other side there is a space to sit and look out over the street and observe the city. At this point, another staircase takes you down to street level, where we have our grocery store.Tucked behind the Broadway Stair are short-term bike parking spaces – accessible on the left side of the stairway.



Broadway
Pedestrian Friendly / Trees / Outdoor Dining
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Presentation Notes
(Edgar)This is a close up along Broadway, right next to that Broadway stair. Broadway is the pedestrian-friendly spine of the project.Broadway will feature new trees, wide sidewalks, and outdoor dining.



The Strand

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Edgar)This is an image looking out on the Strand – the elevated area you access by going up those Broadway Stairs.This space serves multiple purposes. It is a public terrace, a performance space, a pedestrian connector, and an overlook.This space will be lined with cafes that have outdoor seating, vine covered pavilions, and amphitheater seating.



Washington & Broadway
Pharmacy / Mobility Hub / Public Plaza / Pedestrian Friendly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Edgar)This is the corner of Washington and Broadway.The corner we’re looking at has the stairs leading down to the mobility hub right on the corner, with the pharmacy behind it (the main entry is to the left of the image, along Broadway).As you can see, we have extensive street trees along Washington and Broadway, which help reduce the urban heat island effect and improve the pedestrian environment. 



Washington & Broadway
Pharmacy/ Mobility Hub
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(Edgar)Zooming in on the corner of Washington and Broadway, we have the Pharmacy, and entrance to the Mobility Hub296 (Total Short Term) publicly accessible bike parking, showers and other amenitiesWest Lot: Short term Bike Parking: 120, Long Term Bike Parking: 216East Lot: Short term Bike Parking: 176, Long Term Bike Parking: 1,376Throughout the site, we have a total 1,888 bike parking spaces.In addition to the mobility hub, we are also providing :parking spaces for a car-sharing programincentives for residents to use mass transitthe addition of sidewalk bike racksand funds for the city to purchase a new DASH bus to service the neighborhood



Micro Retail
Spaces for small businesses to flourish
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(Edgar)This is the view of 21st and Hill Street. At the ground level, the parking structure is lined with micro-retail spaces – small shop space that is affordable to local entrepreneurs and budding retailers. This is small shop space – about 400 square feet per store – that will provide locally owned, neighborhood serving retail. 



Microretail
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(Edgar)4,954 SF of retail space – nearly 5% of the total retail space in the project.13 spaces
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(Edgar)Zooming out, here is rendering showing the project at full build out. Describe phasing (using laser pointer to call-out each piece):Phase I consists of the block that the REEF currently sits on the west block (between Hill and Broadway)We would first build the parking garage to replace the parking on the east (between Broadway and Main)The garage is wrapped in 100 residential units and ground floor retail. Phase I also includes the hotelPhase IIAfter completing Phase I, construction would start on phase IIPhase II includes the two condominium towers and most of the residential rental unitsThis phase also includes the Broadway stair, the Strand – that public, elevated open space, the grocery store, and the pharmacy.Current phase of the processTimeline



Requested Entitlements
1. General Plan Amendment from “Limited Manufacturing” to Community 

Commercial;
2. Vesting Zone Change from [Q]M1-2-O and M1-2-O to C2-2-O;
3. Supplemental Use District (SN) – Sign District;
4. Vesting Conditional Use approval to average the floor area ratio in a unified 

development;
5. Vesting Conditional Use approval to allow a “Major” development project that 

consists of 100,000 square feet or more of nonresidential uses in the C2 zone;
6. Master Conditional Use approval to allow the on- and off-site sale, dispensing, and 

consumption of a full line of alcoholic beverages;
7. Master Conditional Use approval to allow live entertainment and patron dancing;
8. Site Plan Review;
9. Variance to (i) allow deviation in the location of short term and long term bicycle 

parking spaces; (ii) allow outdoor dining above the first floor in the C2 zone; (iii) 
reduce the number of 24-inch box trees provided on site (361 vs. 289);

10. 10% parking reduction for commercial and industrial uses;
11. Vesting Tentative Tract Map; and
12. A Development Agreement.
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(Edgar)



The Reef Project
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